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Know the guide to defend your floors from scratches, tearing of carpets and breaking of tiles only 
with safe and secure packers and movers in Bangalore.

Whether you’re moving out from your rental or from your own house, it’s crucial to leave the home in overall 
good condition to save yourself from unwanted penalties. If the house is rented then breaking of floors and 
scratches can leave a huge damage to your pockets financially. Whether it’s a moving company coming to 
help you or either you yourself are shifting; it’s important to always ensure that your floors and even walls 
are safe from damages and breakages.

 

 

Packers and Movers Bangalore suggest you to defend your floors while handling or loading heavy items 
when moving. So without delaying anymore let us just unboxed the tips to defend your floors from damages 
while moving house to new destination.

Why floors protections are fundamental?

One of the major challenges people face while moving a house is handling heavy furniture pieces and 
kitchen appliances, however with wrong position of handling and loading one can easily damage himself 
and this damage can lead to bone crack, muscle pain, strain, sprain or even injured backbone. If the output 
of body can be such then imagine the condition of floors and walls which can easily get hurt when you’re 
lifting heavy goods and pieces in order to load and move. With no matter if it’s yours but still instead of 
consuming time to make it repair for future or for other owner it’s better to invest few minutes in order to 
prepare the scenario which eventually defends every damage and breakage done towards floors and walls 
especially. This safety action is initiated by the #safe and #best #household #shifting services in 
#Bangalore

https://packersmoversbangalore.in/


.

For an example: while moving awkwardly shaped items, floors and walls can get suffer the most damage 
during this period. Unwanted scratches, scrapes and dents can damage the floors easily within a quick 
time. Practically if heavy items are tend to move from a polished hardwood floor, then the chances of 
breaking leads to higher because of its delicate top layer. Other than this; tiled floors can also get damage 
easily if something heavy drops on it. So precaution becomes essential and crucial when lifting, handling or 
moving heavy weight items.

How to insulate hardwood floors when moving?

A quick and simple guide by household shifting services in Bangalore.

Looking to your plotting and comparing with us it’s obvious to find a difference of professionalism, being a 
moving company in the industry at top from last 18-19 years means a lot to define professionalism and 
experience, however if you’re thinking to move alone by reading packing and moving guide then at some 
stage it may work but still there’re chances to meet failures. So without lacking a minute Packers and 
Movers in Bangalore would like to stake a defense strategy of two lines which usually means protecting 
your floors and walls upto two ways. If one gets failed no worries the second is still there to save.

First line of defense

The first line defense speaks to protect the floors with moving equipments. Yes apart from a moving truck 
there are lots many new designed types of equipment through which you can easily handle heavy items 
and make them travel through your home to moving vehicle. However it demands you to get a prior 
knowledge of how to work with it.

1. Furniture dolly - these dollies comes with large rubber wheels which ensures to have a safe journey 
of moving without leaving any damage to floors. But the only thing to remind is make your heavy 
items get tied or hold with tight straps, ropes for of-course additional security. Furniture dollies not 
only reduce a human body stress and pain of lifting the heavy goods but it also safely travels the item 
without much pressure and risk - Local Packers and Movers Bangalore.

2. Furniture sliders - trust me these small sized equipments can work like wonders when comes to 
protecting the floors while moving heavy goods. Now these sliders are meant to be slide across the 
room with minimum efforts and also ensure the protection of floors; also these are made of durable 
plastic and a surface of hard rubber which results zero damage to your floors.

These moving equipments are rare to find, so you can only get it by a top moving companies like Movers 
and Packers in Bangalore. You can definitely ask us for your help 24 * 7.

Second line of defense

The second line of defense is much more like a backup plan which again works well even without the 



moving equipments. It’s not essential to hire moving equipments when moving, even with a strong 
protecting layer and little attention you can safeguard your floors during moving heavy furniture or 
appliances – says Secure and Safe Packers and Movers in Bangalore.

1. Plywood sheets - the best way to defend your floors is to place hard covers on them. the story is not 
hidden of damaged floors; if you can arrange plywood sheets over the way then the probability of 
damaging the floors becomes very less. #Local #Packers and #Movers #Bangalore will suggest 
you to do so, we know this will take a little investment but getting suffered from heavy damage it’s 
better to invest little expensive for precaution. We know you’ll be searching for its cheaper alternative 
and cardboard can work in replacement.

2. Thick cardboard - yes cardboard can be use in replacement of plywood sheets. So for this moving 
cardboard boxes won’t work; you need a special and very thick huge cardboard box which we usually 
don’t pick for boxing up. Movers and Packers Bangalore advise you to cut down the box in large 
pieces, make them arrange in such way that it covers the large area of road through which items are 
said to be in and out in your house. For security make sure you make them stable to one place by 
tight tapes so that when you’re walking they don’t slip and distract your balance and you eventually 
fall down. So for a better and safer side tuck them nicely.

3. Furniture blankets - these blankets provide you immense protection for your floors. Place a thick 
layer of blanket on the floor to see a heavy protection layer.
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